INTRODUCTION.
Wave dynamics of stratified medium (ocean, atmosphere) is highly dependent on bottom topography. The exact analytical solution is obtained only if the water distribution density and bottom shape described by some model functions. When the characteristics of the medium and the boundaries are arbitrary and can be built only numerical solutions of such problems. However, numerical solutions are not qualitatively analyze the characteristics of the wave of the fields. The need for a qualitative analysis of the far field of internal waves arise in the study of internal waves remote methods by means of aerospaceparameter radar. Then the description and analysis of wave dynamics can be made only on the basis of the asymptotic models. In this paper uniform asymptotic forms of the far field of internal gravity waves which propagate in stratified medium with a smoothly varying bottom are constructed PROBLEM FORMULATION.
In this study we consider a non-viscous incompressible nonhomogeneous medium. If it is unperturbed, we denote its density by ) (z ρ (the stratification is supposed to be stable, i.e. 0 / < ∂ ∂ z ρ , the axis z is directed downward from the medium surface). The system of the hydrodynamic equations takes the following form [1, 2] 
As the boundary conditions we take the "rigid lid" condition at 0 = z and no-fluid-loss condition at the bottom: (2) and the boundary conditions are re-written as follows (the sign * is further-on omitted)
Below we substitute the boundary condition at the bottom with large λ by
We shall seek the asymptotic solution of the problem (3.6.3) in the form typical for the geometric optics (WKBJ) method [3, 4] 
where
Substituting the solution for W in the form (4) into the equation (3) 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS.
The figures show the results of internal gravity wave vertical velocity calculations for two non-linear stratified medium bottom shape. Numerical calculations show that the two types of existent waves: captured waves and progressive waves. In fig.1 calculations are presented. The stratified medium bottom shapes are shown in figures. The effect of spatial-frequency "blocking" of the wave field was revealed. Depending on the wave and bottom shape the far internal waves field can be localized in a bounded region of space (captured waves), or spread, in the absence of turning points, over a large distance compared to the medium depth (progressive waves). The region, which progressive wave can penetrate, is completely determined by the presence of turning points, whose locations depend on the medium stratification and bottom topography. In this paper asymptotic and exact representations of solutions was obtained that describe the far field of internal gravity waves in a stratified mediums of variable depth. Using developed asymptotic methods, one can consider a wide class of interesting physical problems, including problems concerning the propagation of internal gravity wave packets in non-homogeneous stratified media under the assumption that the modification of the parameters of a vertically stratified medium are slow in the horizontal direction. Numerical analyses that are performed using typical ocean parameters reveal that actual dynamics of the internal gravity waves are strongly influenced by horizontal non-homogeneity of the ocean bottom. In this paper we use an analytical approach, which avoids the numerical calculation widely used in analysis of internal gravity wave dynamics in stratified mediums. Asymptotic solutions, which are obtained in this paper, can be of significant importance for engineering applications, since the method of geometrical optics, which we modified in order to calculate the wave field near caustic, makes it possible to describe different wave fields in a rather wide class of other problems. 
